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2009 NEWSLETTER 1, MARCH  

 

Please note this is a quarterly newsletter. 4 per year.  March, June, Sept and Dec. 

Deadlines are the 3
rd

 Monday of the month preceding its issue.  

Contributions can be emailed to Michael Cerchez at cerchez@sa. chariot.net.au 

 

WELCOME TO 2009! 
 

FRIENDS OF BELAIR NATIONAL PARK.  ABN 38 093 387 757 

PO Box 2 Belair SA 5052 

Email: friendsofbelairpark@msn.com.  Website: 

www.communitywebs.org/friendsofbelairpark 

This newsletter is available by Email. If you prefer not to receive a printed copy please let a 

committee member know. 

 

IMPORTANT! 

When a meeting is scheduled on a day of a TOTAL FIRE BAN it will not go ahead. In the 

case of the AGM it will be rescheduled to occur with next month’s general meeting 

   

OFFICE BEARERS FOR 2009 

PRESIDENT Mike Cerchez 8339 6801 VICE PRESIDENT Jim Trueman8278 9359 

SECRETARY   Jill Salvi 8278 6736   4 Colton Rd BLACKWOOD SA 5051 

TREASURER  Carol Parrott 8278 6783    

COMMITTEE MEMBERS: Eric Cole, Brian DuBois, Barry Palmer, Isabel Storer, Ron Tamblyn. 

VOLUNTEER CENTRE BOOKINGS Jill Salvi  8278 6736 

GUIDED WALKS    Jenny Skinner  8278 8986 

LIBRARIAN     Pam Tamblyn   8278 6593 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR   Mike Cerchez  8339 6801 

WORKING BEES    Eric Cole  8278 3816  

SIGNIFICANT TREES   Ron Tamblyn  8278 6593  

 

CALENDAR 2009     REGULAR EVENTS 

General Meetings on the first Saturday of the month. 1.00pm at the Volunteer Centre, Long Gully, 

Belair National Park. Visitors welcome.  

 Barbecues – Meetings of 4
th

 April and 7
th

 November are at 12.30pm for a barbecue. Please 

bring plate of salad or sweet slice to share and $2.50 donation for meat. 

Working Bees on Tuesdays and Fridays, meet outside the Information Centre, Belair National 

Park before 8.00 am in the summer, or 8.30 am in the winter. Enquiries Eric 8278 3816  

mailto:cerchez@chariot.net.au
mailto:friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
http://www.communitywebs.org/friendsofbelairpark
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For working bees on other days telephone Jill on 8278 6736. 

NO WORKING BEE IF THERE IS A FIRE BAN 

Guided Walks are from April to December, on the 4
th

 Tuesday afternoon. Meet outside the 

Information Centre, Belair National Park at 2.00 pm. All welcome. The first Tuesday walk for 2009 

will be on 28
th

 April. (No walk if forecast temperature is over 32 degrees) Enquiries Jenny 8278 

8986. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 2009 
September 20

th
 Prof Cleland Memorial Walk. Sunday at 9.45am is for 10 am. 1.45 pm for 2 pm. 

Details yet to be finalised. 

October 30
th

 – November 1
st
  Friends of Parks Inc Forum 2009 at Sunny brae Farm, Regency 

Park. “Rediscovering Adelaide: Urban Biodiversity and Heritage”. Registrations of Interest are 

now being sought. robert.letcher@bigpond.com 

December -Friday 19
th

 Belair Park 118
th

 Birthday and Friends 24
th

 Birthday 

 

 

 

We thank Carol Parrott and Faye Loffler for the 

sign which was featured in the Blackwood Xmas 

Pageant    

 

 

 

 

 

We thank Carol Parrott for the lovely decoration on 

Parks Birthday Cake. 

 

 

 

 

We are currently checking signs in the Park. If anyone discovers a sign that is misleading, poorly 
placed, could be improved, is wrong, or needs repairs, please advise the secretary,  

Jill Salvi. 

mailto:robert.letcher@bigpond.com
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President’s Report 2008 

2008 has been a year of achievement, continuity and some frustrations.  We were awarded the 

Telstra Network 10 Environment Award for the month of November. This award honours the 

excellent conservation work the Friends of Belair National Park have put in over the last 22 years.  

What would Belair National Park be like without the 25,000 or more hours of work which we 

contributed over the years? We still have to make a decision about the best way to use $2000, for 

conservation in the Park. 

We also achieved recognition for the excellent work that the Dam Ladies have carried out, by way 

of a sign, overlooking their restoration area.  We are hopeful that in the future we will also have 

some more general signs being placed in the Park, publicising the work of the Friends of Belair 

National Park. 

We have managed to raise the presentation of the monthly meeting by purchasing a laptop 

computer, data projector, and remote sound system.  This enables us to give the interesting guests 

speakers the best opportunity to give us their messages.   

Another achievement this year, after years of negotiation, was to finally be able to work on railway 

land.  The Mattock Men have managed to weed several kilometres along the railway reducing the 

amount of boneseed, pines, and broom which could hop the nonexistent fence into the park.  

The continuity has been the ongoing work of the Friend's various activities, weeding and planting 

in the Park, leading walks in the Park, researching aspects of the Park’s heritage and biodiversity. 

Our frustrations have been with the consultation process with DEH. The planning process for 

various upgrades in Belair National Park has left members of the group feeling frustrated in that 

consultation does not always lead to the implementation of the best solutions for the Park. 

In this report, I have left out the names of many of the people who have contributed to the running 

of Friends of Belair National Park during 2008. This is to keep the report as brief as possible. 

Looking at last year's report there was a long list of people who were thanked. This year I have just 

mentioned people in general. This is also a cunning way of making sure people aren't missed out. 

I thank the committee for the excellent work that they did this year. We all have other commitments 

and interests and it is often difficult to find the time for the essential work of running a volunteer 

group. I also thank those non-committee members who also help with the organization of the 

various aspects of activities of the Friends of Belair National Park.   

Especially I thank Tony Nicholson on behalf of the group for the many hours she is put in over the 

years cleaning the volunteer centre. Unfortunately, due to ill health, she has had to give up this 

important role. We wish her all the best in her recovery to full health. 

I'd like to thank the various Rangers who have been associated with the group this year; James, 

Nalini, Leah and Jen. We appreciate their efforts for the group and Belair National Park. 

In the coming year, I see the major challenges which we will face will be concerned with the 

upgrades which are occurring in the Park. There are several plans, the revised Entrance plan, the 

Adventure Playground plan and the Trails Plan, which will hopefully be released this year which 

will need considerable input from the group. As well as this we will have the ongoing challenges of 

continuing our normal voluntary work in the Park. 

 

Michael Cerchez 

President 

 

Some interesting statistics I came across during in my January reading. 

Between 1995 and 2005, 

3200, American civilians were killed by terrorists. (This includes the Twin Towers) 

In the same period of time, 700,000 died of heart attacks, 600,000 died of cancer, 

500,000 died in road accidents, 150,000 died in falls, 40,000 were drowned, 
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And 4,000 were killed by police officers. 

Figures from the book “Where in the world is Osama Bin Laden?” 

 

From the Australian Geographic, Jan/ May 2009 

The number of Australians killed each year; 

by shark attack – 1.2, by lightning strikes – 1.4, by bees, wasps or hornet stings – 1.5 

by venomous snakes and lizards – 2.6, by parachuting accidents – 2.9 

while rock fishing – 9.8, falling off a ladder – 18.3 

while doing home DIY – 60 

 

Come work in the Park and be safe. Don’t work at home.  

There are no sharks, rock fishing, very little lightning, and DEH bans the use of ladders and 

parachutes. 

 

Eric Cole would like to do a stock take of all our tools and equipment. Please let him know, on 

a piece of paper, what equipment you have in your possession 

 

Annual Report on Working Bees 2008 

Another good year. 1490 hours achieved on our Tuesday and Friday working bees. Just 6 

hours short of last year’s total. At $40 an hour that would cost $59,600.  

We commenced the year where we finished 2007, doing follow up work in VMU 9(c). 

Mostly we were dealing with regrowth boneseed, broom and pine. Some of the pines 

ringbarked several years ago were still growing, possibly because we had not been 

sufficiently thorough and these we reworked the ringbarking. Many of the pine trees dealt 

with in the past had fallen down. This unit is still full of olive, pittosporum and buckthorn etc.  

VMU 39 is well up Queen’s Jubilee Drive and had been partially burnt on the southern side 

some months previous. This is a unit we have never worked and there was much very mature 

boneseed on the northern side. Our weeders really enjoyed getting stuck into this. 

By March we had moved on to VMU 24. This unit has a narrow tail squeezed between 

VMU23 and the railway and we moved along the tail then into the unit proper. There was 

much broom here but the ground was too hard to allow pulling so we dealt with boneseed 

mostly at the western end. 

From VMU24 we then moved into VMU32. This is a narrow hilly strip located above the 

Tilti Track and on the southern side of Queen’s Jubilee drive. Some work had been done here 

by individuals but much was left for us, again mostly mature boneseed. 

It was a natural progression to then move into VMU33 another unit we were working for the 

first time. Mostly we worked the western end and again much mature boneseed. 

In May we commenced work on railway property beginning where the Tilti Track crosses and 

working our way towards Belair. We had a 12 month licence agreement permitting us to do 

this work and we had to comply with strict conditions. For example we were not permitted to 

go within 4 metres of the track however the railway property is quite wide, as much as 80 

metres in one place. This left us much to do and in some instances also on our side of the 

track.   

By July conditions were good for pulling broom so we abandoned our work on the railway 

track and returned to VMU 31. This unit had been worked last year but was abandoned when 

it became too dry to deal with the broom. There were several gullies all infested with a dense 

growth of broom. It was August and we were well into this work when requested to leave this 
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unit in order to ensure we did not accidentally damage rare orchids known to be growing 

there. 

Then we went into VMU 27 again to deal with broom which we left when last there. Here we 

worked on some of the steepest slopes we had so far encountered and I have to say I was 

pleasantly surprised at the way our volunteers tackled them.  

Back to VMU39 again to tackle broom which we left when we worked this unit earlier this 

year. 

In October and for the rest of the year we returned to the railway and covered from the Tilti Track 

crossing to close to Belair station.  

It is now 12 years or so since we adopted the policy of dealing solely with boneseed but we have 

achieved so much since we started that over the last three years we have worked broom when 

conditions permitted, in other words, in the winter. 

 

The Dam Ladies have also had a busy and successful year waging war on those invasive weeds 

particularly in the dam area (VMU20). They are particularly pleased with the regeneration of 

natives resulting from persistent weeding.  

Excellent results from their propagating and planting are evident particularly in the Dam area and 

include the following:- 

 

Dianella Revoluta (Black-Anther Flax Lily), Carex Fascicularis (Tassel Sedge),    

Lavetera plebeia (Australian Hollyhock),     Bursaria Spinosa    (Christmas Bush),  

Juncus Amabilis (Gentle Juncus), Leptospernum Lanigerum (Silky tea tree). 

  

They have put a considerable number of hours in VMU 17, which was first started some years ago 

as a “Weedbuster Project” and with help from the men on a few occasions have removed some 

large patches of Boneseed. They also cut and swabbed large areas of Watsonia, Broom, Rose and 

Buckthorn along the creek.  This is a very good area and the results of previous work can be seen in 

the abundance of natives taking over. They have also worked on minor projects in VMU 12, 23, 25, 

27, 28, 31 and 32.  

The Nursery donated approx 50 natives and requested we plant them on the Park side of the 

boundary fence line. Park approval was given, and they spent an enjoyable morning planting out. 

These plants are coming on well and not one failure. The re-emergence of Rust Spores in those 

areas of Bridal Creeper where it was released last year is very encouraging and the sighting of some 

new areas suggests they are spreading.   

The poisoning of Scabious has been continued along both sides of the road near Walnut Paddock 

and it is hoped in time to eliminate these very invasive plants from this area. 

The ladies finished their year with a “bang” removing over 50 large bags of Tangier Pea. Many 

were found on the near vertical slope adjacent the walking track and near the dam wall. They were 

picked before their pods were ready to open and hopefully there will be far less next year. 

Finally, I must emphasise this report covers only the Tuesday/Friday working bees and takes no 

account of all the good work put in by many others. 

 

Eric Cole 09Working Bee Coordinator 

09-01-09 
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Friends of Belair National Park: Financial Report to the Annual General Meeting 

7
th

 February 2009 

Our main sources of income this year were from “The Channel 10/Telstra Environment Award”, 

membership fees, & interest on term deposit accounts. 

Our notable expenditures related to the acquisition of a new computer and digital projector (money 

from the term deposit) and new audio system (money from general revenue.)

Several of the “Special Funds” categories were finalized this year:- 

1. Significant Trees balance paid to Pam Tamblyn for expenses incurred.  

2. Maze balance paid to David Hansman in part payment of expenses incurred. 

3. Ceiling Mounted Projection Screen balance paid to Les Loffler for materials required to fit the 

screen. 

Our term deposits have continued to perform well and are currently invested at 5.5%pa & 7%pa 

until March.  

 The total funds available @ 31/12/2008 $7836.21. 

To finish on a good note ----- our membership increased over the last year from 84-101.  

 

Carol Parrott

The Financial Statement is attached as appendage at the back of this newsletter 

Also attached is a letter from James Crocker, dated 7
th

 January 2009, entitled Support for compliance 

in the parks of the South Mount Lofty District. 

(Not available online)

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS 

We are happy to extend a warm welcome to new members joining the group this year, Kevin 

McCormack, Rebecca Whimpress, David Penny, and Vilis & Joan Vasilevskis. We hope that 

you will enjoy being a part of the group and participating in the many and various activities on our 

calendar. 

CONGRATUALATIONS LONG TIME 

MEMBERS 

10 YEARS: Shirley Alford and John and Avis 

Whitbread.  

20 years: Mike and Peggy Cerchez 

(Photo shows Bev Pitman presenting Peggy 

and Mike Cerchez with their 20 year, 

certificate and badges) 
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REPORT FOR 2008 by Vaike Aldridge, 

Hours worked 462.5, with Heather Drage, Jill Salvi, and Kerry Boone. Total 621 hours. 

 

REGENERATION “that’s the name of the game”. 

During the past year we again concentrated on the upper Saddle Hill Road areas, east of Thelymitra 

Track, over Queen’s Jubilee Drive to the fence and to the NE corner of the Park. VMUs 47, 48 and 

part of 49, 36 and 38. 

 

The Secret Dam or “Don’s Dam” as we call it is a miracle site and confirmation that the bush for 

life principles of regeneration, works. Don and Heather Drage had painstakingly removed all 

blackberries from around the dam. Nothing was planted but the regrowth of plants indigenous to 

that site is a marvel even to the extent of some greenhood orchids making their appearance. We also 

removed blackberry downstream and I have a project of clearance of all weeds upstream as well. 

Slow and meticulous work but with the follow-up and minimal soil disturbance principles of 

bushcare, well worth it to see the native vegetation return. 

 

The old burnt patch, in the NE corner of the Park, has shown miraculous change. 

I remember Lorna McIntyre and I despaired at the thought of trying to penetrate the thick growth of 

pittosporum, broom, English gorse and blackberry at the bottom. After the burn of about 4 years 

ago, we did intense follow-up and weed clearance, and I, with Ralph Foster, wrote a report on the 

native regrowth. Now, some areas are again almost impenetrable but now with regrowth of acacias. 

The tall trees are still there but there is a natural mix of groundcovers and understory as well. I like 

to think that we have restored this area to its original condition. 

But there are still problems with invasive weeds, mainly from the track and with so few dedicated 

bushcarers trying to look after an enormous area, and attempting to remove the weeds before the 

seeds are shed, it is a tremendous task. 

 

We have recently concentrated on the new burnt patch on Queen’s Jubilee Drive. Massive 

germination of broom and South African Daisy, with Briza, Flatweed, Yorkshire Fog and thistles 

being the main ferals. But when we see Olearia Grandiflora, Wahlenbergia, Stackhousia and 

Dipodium growing in the areas we have cleared it makes it all worthwhile. 

 

There are other target sites on each side of Saddle Hill Road which we clear as soon as we spot the 

invaders such as Cape tulip and three cornered garlic. The latter, with Guilford grass (both bulbs) 

are in my opinion the worst weeds because they are so hard to eradicate and so highly reproductive. 

Rebecca Burdett is doing contract spraying, working with expertise and dedication in this area, and 

I feel that we have all done marvellously to save our area from weeds. 

 

ADOPT –A-BLOCK 

 

Most members would be aware of the “Adopt-A- Block” scheme established at Belair. The Park has 

been divided into 52 blocks and members are encouraged to ‘adopt’ one or part of a block. 

 

The block is first cleared of the main ferals by team members so that the worst is done and the 

adopters then maintain it. If they need help with a particular problem they can request help from the 

teams. 

 

This scheme enables members to work at a time that suits them while providing a sense of 

ownership and satisfaction as the patch improves and blossoms.  

If you are interested, maybe you a particular area in mind, contact Eric on 8278 3816. 

 

Betty Wise. 
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“Volunteering reflects the stages of my life” Brian story 

Brian Dubois's volunteering story is a little different. Rather than consciously joining a volunteer 

organization to give back, he says volunteering has followed him through all stages of his life - 

school, university, work, marriage, moving house, having children - changing as his own life has 

changed. 

 “I first volunteered at school,” says Brian. “I volunteered for extra training in the school cadets to 

eventually become an Underofficer. Also while at school some of the year twelves accepted the 

responsibility of running electives for the junior students. A classmate and I ran science electives.” 

Going on to university at Roseworthy  Agricultural College, he found himself awarded a sporting 

blue, not just for a sporting prowess as top marksman in his rifle club but for becoming a real 

mainstay for his teammates, someone they could depend on for  support. 

Since these  early beginnings- over the milestones of getting married, having children, and moving 

from Naracoorte, to Murray Bridge and finally to Adelaide, Brian has volunteered with numerous 

community groups, such as Lions clubs, the Country Fire Service, numerous sporting clubs, church 

committees, and more. 

Always paramount to him, however, has been getting involved with his children’s schools, 

umpiring sports games on the weekend and helping with working bees, school trips and electives. 

“For the electives, I cut down a lawn mower engine so the children could see all the internal moving 

parts” says Brian. 

When his children eventually left school, Brian says he was initially at a loss. “Finally my children 

left school and I was left with a hole in my life,” he said. Not surprisingly, however, just like so 

many other phases of his life it wasn't long before a new volunteering opportunity came along to tap 

him on the shoulder. 

“In 1995 I saw an advert in the local paper for the Friends of Belair National Park”, says Brian. “I 

have since served two periods of five and two years as president and also I have been on the board 

of Friends of Park Inc. for eight years, having just stood down from a six-year stint as a state 

president.” 

Over these years, Brian served on the Ministerial Advisory group, representing environmental 

groups, was signatory to the compact, Advancing the Community Together, between the volunteer 

sector and the government, and remarkably even managed to raise more than 11,550 seedlings for 

Trees for Life. 

In recognition of his amazing contribution, Brian was honoured by the premier of South Australia 

on Australia Day, 2006, receiving a gold medallion inscribed Highly Commended in the area of 

Community Service. Despite this accolade, Brian remains humble, “I always feel that of the people 

who receive awards there are so many more that have done as much or more, but we just don't hear 

of them.” 

Reprinted from The State of Volunteering Online. Edition 88, July 2008 
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SOME PHOTOGRAPHS OF INTEREST FROM DECEMBER 2009 

 

At the Blackwood Xmas pageant 

At Hallett Cove Volunteers’ Breakup 

At the Park’s Birthday celebration 
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Photographs in this newsletter come from the growing collection on our computer and were taken 

by Barry Palmer and Mike Cerchez. 

 

 

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW DUE. $10 FOR SINGLES AND $15.00 FOR 

FAMILIES.  

NEW MEMBERSHIPS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors of the articles 

and the Editor and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of the Friends of 

Belair National Park. 

 

 

Want to join Friends of Belair National Park 

Just fill out the form below and send it to: - 

 

The Treasurer 

Friends of Belair National Park 

P.O. Box 2  

Belair 5052 

 

I/We enclose my/our membership fee of $10 single/ $15 Family or Group. 

Name(s):…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Address:   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….Postcode…………………… 

Email…………………………………                                                         Phone………………………………… 
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